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Nalayira Divya Prabandham compiled by Alwar in Tamil during the reign of King Rajendra Chola
(1018-13). This is the first Tamil work that encourages people to adopt a celibate lifestyle. Very few
other works in Tamil language exist that can claim to have encouraged people to adopt such a
lifestyle. Madhura Bhakti, the highest form of devotion towards God, is the dominant message in this
work. A famous woman poet from that period, Nambiyandar Nambiyandri, wrote verses based on
this book. His name is also significant in the history of literature, after the King Rajaraja Chola. As his
name suggests, he had won the period of Rajaraja Chola. Kadigoli has been acclaimed as the king of
Tamil poems and it is most interesting to see how he has followed the advice given by King Rajendra
Chola in his Nalayira Divya Prabandam. He set his mind to compose a poem to connect poetry and
piety. The theme of song of Alwars devotees in this work is �Nalayira Divya Prabandam.� Kadugu',
the composer of this work has set the tune in a rhythm that is amenable to the Tamil language.
Following the verse by verse narration of Kamalavum Naanum written by the Alwar Divya Prabandha
Project, this book has been written in the exact style of the Alwars. In this book, we have verses from
each of the Twelve Alwars. These include those from the poets Alwar, Isai, Nayanar, Sundarar,
Thirumangai Alwar, Santhanar, Nambiyandar and Manickavasagar who are considered to be the best
poets in Tamil. The poem of Manickavasagar shows that poetry should be evolved in a language that
conveys the message within verses and not that of only the Alwars. Poetry written in Tamil is
considered to be of the highest level. The authors of this work have taken the poetry of our five
poets and composed it into one volume of 4000 verses.
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Translations of Kalidasa's work, which were previously restricted to the Hindustani language, are now
being made in English, Hindi and other regional languages. That's why you need the Tamil jiggery-
pokery. This book contains the texts of all the current available versions of Kalidasa's works. These
include the original Sanskrit and the traditional Telugu, Hindi, Bengali and Marathi versions. They
also contain the English translations, annotated scriptural references, critical evaluations and a

helpful introductory essay by Professor. U.D. Meenakshi. #GOOGLEDRIVE #YADISK #MEGA #BOX
#GE.TT #JOTTA #SYNC #DROPBOX #PCLOUD #DBR.EE Krishnarajaperumal, was a political, literary
and religious leader who had a connection with the Chola King Chengalathuvan, the Vijayanagara

court and the viduthalas. His religiosity, prolific writing and admiration for the Tamil tradition was an
inspiration to many others to compose literature in Tamil. He wrote the Tiruthota Nalayira Divya

Prabandham in honor of Sri Ramanuja in 1142 A.D. Krishnarajaperumal’s works largely comprised of
devotional songs, books and compositions and as such, were included in the Nalayira Divya

Prabandham. Nevertheless, it is known that he had written several books in Telugu and Sanskrit. The
songs he had composed are included in the Nalayira Divya Prabandham as these cannot be

reproduced in Telugu. The Tiruthota Nalayira Divya Prabandham consists of 600 kuruntham verses of
Siva, one verse of Vishnu and a hymn to Vasudeva and 108 tiruttu kuruntham verses for Lord

Venkateswara. Krishnarajaperumal’s Tiruthota Nalayira Divya Prabandham includes about 300 songs
in Tamil. The Tiruthota Nalayira Divya Prabandham is the earliest composition in Tamil which

discusses about the supremacy of Hindu religion over others. 5ec8ef588b
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